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Shusha - the address of victory! 

The year is 2020... Humanity is fighting the deadly and miserable COVID-19 

virus... 

One would think that even if the gunshots aimed at the innocent will not stop, at 

least it will be relatively reduced, and people will postpone their insidious intentions 

for the time being, if only temporarily. 

In the words of Camus, after all, "when misfortune prevails, people get used to the 

conditions, that is, they learn to be silent." 

In fact, even if we approach it with ordinary logic, it was understandable to have 

such an expectation in a difficult time when the whole world, including the region, is 

thinking about the fight against the rapidly spreading pandemic, when moral-

psychological, socioeconomic difficulties are experienced due to the current situation, 

and people are struggling for life. But there was one thing that we forgot (actually we 

didn't forget!) - the Armenian character. 

At that time - in July 2020, during the Tovuz battles, which were launched by the enemy for the 

purpose of invasion and military-political provocation, in which twelve soldiers and one civilian were 

killed, "April 

The martyrdom of Major-General Polad Hashimov, the brave and zealous son of our country, 

whom we know well from the battles, created a new wave of national awakening and self-recovery 

in Azerbaijan, the people united, 

It turned into a big turning point in the settlement of the Karabakh war by rooting in the spirit of 

war against oil. 

The news of Polad Hashimov's martyrdom spread to all parts of the country, causing a great echo 

and shaking the whole of Azerbaijan. 

Because "War is the solution to the treasure of the enemy, // The one who is not is slow on the 

way to marriage" (Jahan Shah Haqiqi). 

The great day when our war of justice will begin will be remembered forever on September 27... 


